Remote verification in radiotherapy using digitally reconstructed radiography (DRR) and portal images: a pilot study.
To use digitally reconstructed radiography (DRR) and digitally compressed portal images in distant consultation using a telecommunications network, the verification performance of DRR and digitally compressed portal images on the image console was investigated. A human thoracic phantom was scanned with computed tomography (CT). Radiotherapy was planned at 5 different anatomic locations. A digitally reconstructed radiograph was made; verification films of the phantom were then taken with 6-MV X-rays. The treatment center was intentionally dislocated. Fifty sets of DRR and portal images were seen by 7 doctors on a conventional view-box (view-box method) to judge whether the treatment center was dislocated. These image sets were digitalized by a film scanner, compressed to 1/10 Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) format, and compared on an image console by the same physicians (image-console method). The verification performance of the image console method was compared with that of the view-box method by means of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. Clinically, 159 portal-image-sets were verified with the image-console method and the appropriateness of the decision was later assessed by the view-box method. The accuracy of the treatment verification was estimated to be 88.8% by the conventional view-box method and 88.3% by the image-console method. There was no statistically significant difference in the verification performances of the conventional method (Az = 0.86+/-0.02) and the image console method (Az = 0.84+/-0.07). Frequent digital image-processing modification was positively related to the accuracy of verification. Clinically, there were 3 (1.8%) major corrections, 31 (19.5%) minor corrections, and 123 cases with no correction. No further correction was called for by the re-evaluation using the view-box method. The verification performance of DRR and digitally compressed portal images on the image console was as accurate as the conventional method. Distant consultation using DRR and portal images through telecommunication is usable in clinical practice.